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About This Game

The power is in your hands! Help friendly towns to grow and glow by building neighborhoods and generating clean energy to
make them run. Watch out for power overload! If you build too fast, you may experience blackouts and unhappy renters. You’ll

have resources at your command to energize the towns – build solar towers and wind farms and dispatch technicians to make
sure everyone is energy efficient. Then, get your neighborhoods fit and fancy by building tennis courts, swimming pools,
boutiques and more. With multiple campaigns to play and a variety of awards to earn, there is plenty to do and lots of fun

waiting for you in this electrifying addition to the Build-a-lot series!

Generate clean power with wind farms and solar towers
Use technicians to make homes more energy efficient!
Manage power carefully to avoid blackouts
Beautify the neighborhood with recreational facilities!
Play multiple campaigns and earn a variety of awards
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a fine game by some talented folks who really wanted to make One Of These

i wouldn't call any part of epitasis "original" - lots of cube\/button puzzles (my least favorite involved multiple minutes of you
moving cubes one by one across a map several times), the seeker mines from talos principle, a language made up of squares a la
fez, color palettes derived from the likes of the witness and no man's sky, and music so exactly like Tycho that i thought they'd
gotten Tycho to do the soundtrack.

this will not burn your brain like talos principle but if you find the act of poking at your environment solving simple puzzles fun,
this is a fine couple hours

edit: the best part of the game is the little beep-zoop noises the flying npc robots make (not the drones, the one with an eye).
excellent sound. Captivating. An interesting look on professional gaming (Dota 2).. This game is horrible, there is absolutely
nothing to do but to eat carrots and got through a portal, and also the trading cards are broken. 0.1\/10. Just watched this short
movie. It is made by a small team to help showcase possibilities in VR film. Flying by \/ through the few scenes allows you to
look around and see the objects that you are passing - something you can't do in a standard video.

While short and simple, it does give you some feeling of the distance between objects in space. It is just an experience, without
dialog or story - just a quick jaunt between points in the great beyond. The soundtrack is good - relaxing instrumental.

This shows some potential of what is possible for people to create and share in the VR world.. I wouldn't be able to recommend
this game, not because it is a bad game. I do not recommend Warlocks Vs Shadows as a Single player game. The state of online
multiplayer is incredibly poor. That leaves local co-op as the only viable option in terms of getting any long term enjoyment out
of it. If you would like to see more in depth coverage, you can check out my video here. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lSI-
UA9yOZ0
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pretty good game. Awesome combat, fast movement, good boss fights, fun story.

This is the one game i got in the end of year sale that im REALLY happy i picked up.

10/10 recommended. This is an awsome game , in its day , if your looking for a single player game for a punt on then go for
this..but be warned the multiplayer aspect no longer wxists, no players or servers.( Gameplay is a strong 8/10. always like kittens
on the internet. can do nothing about it. An excellent re-imagining of a classic Japanese arcade game. Pac Man CE fans will get
a kick out of it.

The original arcade game is also included.
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